Microstructure and wear resistance of laser-melted TiC reinforced nickel aluminide dual-phase matrix in situ composite
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Abstract

A laser-melted TiC-reinforced nickel aluminide matrix in situ composite was fabricated. The composite consisted of well-developed TiC dendrites and a (NiAl–Ni\textsubscript{3}Al) dual-phase matrix. The microstructure of the laser-melted in situ composite was characterized by optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Results show that the TiC/(NiAl–Ni\textsubscript{3}Al) composite has excellent wear resistance for both room- and high-temperature sliding wear test conditions.
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1. Introduction

Nickel aluminides based on NiAl and Ni\textsubscript{3}Al are expected to be promising structural materials due to their high melting point, low density and high specific modulus [1,2]. Of the two nickel aluminides, NiAl alloy has a higher melting point (1638 °C) than Ni\textsubscript{3}Al, but possesses lower ductility and fracture toughness at room temperature [3–5]. Ni\textsubscript{3}Al is also well-known for its strong abnormal yield strength–temperature relationship, which is of great benefit for applications at elevated temperature. However, shortcomings such as low ambient temperature ductility and poor fracture toughness, as well as inadequate elevated temperature strength, prevent NiAl from being used for practical applications. Recently, several studies have attempted to improve the ambient temperature ductility of nickel aluminides by micro- and macro-alloying [3,6,7]. Concerning nickel aluminide elevated temperature strength, one possible approach is to incorporate metallurgically stable, hard and fine ceramic particles [8–11]. It is well known that the MC-type carbides (e.g. TiC) have the advantages of high hardness, high melting point, low density and excellent high-temperature stability, and therefore, are expected to be suitable reinforcements in nickel aluminides. Considering both the good oxidation resistance of NiAl and the excellent high-temperature strength of Ni\textsubscript{3}Al, TiC reinforced in situ composites with a nickel aluminide dual-phase matrix are expected to be candidate structural materials for elevated temperature applications. From a tribological point of view, such composites are expected to possess excellent abrasive wear resistance due to the high hardness of TiC. Meanwhile, the strong atomic bonding and relatively high hardness of nickel aluminide make deformation difficult during contact with mating metallic materials, and therefore, such composites are also expected to exhibit good adhesive wear resistance. Fabrication processing approaches of nickel aluminide matrix composites include simultaneous combustion and densification synthesis [12], solid-state reaction by mechanical alloying [13], self-propagating high-temperature synthesis [14,15], high temperature and high densification in situ synthesis [16], etc. To eliminate the influence of ceramic inclusions from the refractory
crucible on these composites and to obtain composites with a fine and dense microstructure, TiC reinforced in situ composite with nickel aluminide dual-phase matrix was fabricated by the lasmelt™ process [17], using a newly developed chilled copper-mold laser melting furnace. The microstructure of the laser-melted composite was characterized by optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). The room- and high-temperature sliding wear resistance was evaluated and the wear mechanisms were determined.

2. Experimental procedures

Commercially pure Ni, Al, Ti and C powders with an average particle size ranging from 4.5 to 7.5 μm were selected as starting precursor materials for fabricating TiC-reinforced in situ composites with a nickel aluminide matrix by the laser melting technique. Elemental powder blends with a composition of Ni–17.5Al–15Ti–15C (at.%) were mixed prior to laser processing. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, the Ni–Al–Ti–C elemental powder blends were placed in a water-cooled copper-mold, using Ar as a shielding atmosphere, and were melted under the irradiation of a high power CO₂ laser beam. The laser melting was performed with a 5 kW CO₂ laser equipped with a four-axis computer numerical-controlled (CNC) work table. The laser melting processing parameters were: laser output power 2.5 kW, laser beam diameter 7 mm, and laser irradiation time 20–30 s.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the water-cooled copper-mold laser-melting furnace [17].

Fig. 2. Schematic illustrations of (a) the block-on-wheel sliding wear tester and (b) the high-temperature pin-on-disc sliding wear tester.

Fig. 3. Results of XRD analysis of a laser melted in situ composite with Ni–Al–Ti–C powder blends.
Samples of laser-melted in situ composite were prepared for microstructure observation by standard metallographic polishing techniques and were etched in a solution of 25 vol% nitric acid + 50 vol% hydrofluoric acid + 25 vol% glycerin. The microstructure of the laser-melted composite was characterized using optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with EDS, and transmission electron microscope (TEM). The constitutional phases were identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Cu K$_\alpha$ radiation at a voltage of 40 kV, a current of 40 mA and a scanning rate of 5 $^\circ$/min. Thin specimens for TEM observation were cut from laser-melted ingots and mechanically thinned to 40 $\mu$m before final thinning by Ar ion bombardment. Microhardness was determined using a Vicker tester with a test load of 200 g and a dwell time of 15 s.

Dry sliding wear tests were conducted on a MM200 block-on-wheel wear tester at room-temperature with an
applied test load of 98 N, relative sliding speed of 0.42 m/s and sliding distance of 3020 m. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2a. A cube specimen, 10 mm x 10 mm x 10 mm, slides on a rotating hardened 0.45% C steel ring (Vicker hardness of 560). Wear specimen preparation consisted of grinding and polishing the cube prior to wear testing. To guarantee consistent wear test result, each specimen was matched to a wheel counterpart. The friction vs. time curves were recorded and the friction coefficient was calculated. High-temperature wear resistance of the laser-melted TiC-reinforced composite was measured on a pin-on-disc high-temperature sliding wear tester (as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2b) at 400 and 600°C in air. For this wear test, two laser-melted specimens, 6 mm x 6 mm x 6 mm, slide on the surface of the rotating disc made of a solid-solution strengthened Nimonic 750. The test parameters were: load 98 N, sliding velocity 0.1 m/s and the total wear sliding distance 180 m. Before and after the wear tests, the pin-on-block specimens were cleaned in acetone and the mass loss was measured using a precision electronic balance (Sartorius BS110) with an accuracy of 0.1 mg. Standard solution-treated AISI321SS was selected as the reference material for all the wear tests. The relative wear resistance, i.e. the ratio of mass loss of the AISI321SS specimen to that of laser processed composite specimen, was used to rank the wear resistance for the room- and high-temperature sliding wear test conditions. The worn surfaces and wear debris were examined using SEM.

3. Results

XRD results of the laser-melted composite are shown in Fig. 3. The main constitutional phases of the laser melted Ni–Al–Ti–C powder blends are TiC, NiAl and Ni3Al. As indicated in Fig. 4, the laser-melted composite is free from microcracks and pores, and has a uniform and dense microstructure consisting of TiC uniformly distributed in the NiAl–Ni3Al dual-phase matrix. Because of the rapid heat conduction cooling of the water-chilled copper mold, a fine microstructure results. Also, the EDS results of Ni3Al and NiAl are shown, respectively, in Fig. 5a and b.

The growth morphology of the TiC occurs as well-developed dendrites, as shown in Fig. 6a. Moreover, the advancing fronts of the TiC dendrites are faceted, as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microhardness (HV)</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
indicated in the arrows in Fig. 6b, illustrating clearly that it grows by lateral growth. Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) shows that the TiC has an fcc crystalline structure, as shown in Fig. 6(c). The calculated lattice pattern of TiC carbide is approximately 0.4334 nm, which is slightly higher than the standard lattice parameter, 0.4328 nm.

Table 1 shows the microhardness test results. Five points throughout the TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) matrix were measured.

Fig. 7. Relative wear resistance of the laser-melted TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) composite under room-temperature dry sliding (a), under 400 (b) and 600 °C (c) sliding wear test conditions.

Fig. 8. SEM micrographs showing the worn surface morphologies of the AISI321 austenitic stainless steel (a), laser-melted TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) composite (b) and wear debris (c) under room-temperature sliding wear test conditions.
Because of the presence of TiC and the fine microstructure of (NiAl–Ni3Al) dual-phase matrix, the laser-melted composite has a high hardness with an average value of HV640.

In comparison to the AISI321SS, the wear resistance of the laser-melted composite is enhanced by a factor of 10 under room temperature dry sliding wear test conditions, as indicated in Fig. 7a. Under sliding wear test conditions at 400 °C, wear resistance of the composite is three times that of AISI321SS (Fig. 7b). At 600 °C, the wear resistance of the composite is approximately four times that of AISI321SS (Fig. 7c).

4. Discussion

It is well known that TiC-type MC carbide has both high melting point (3200 °C) and a large negative free energy of formation in the Ni–Al–Ti–C system, and therefore, TiC might precipitate from the liquid as the primary phase and grow freely as a dendrite. As the temperature of the residual liquid decreases, NiAl precipitates following the solidification of TiC, because Ni and Al can be solutionized in the primary TiC dendrites. Then, the peritectic reaction L + NiAl → Ni3Al occurs. However, the peritectic reaction cannot proceed completely and the final peritectic products are NiAl and Ni3Al. Consequently, the nominal chemical composition of residual liquid deviates from that of peritectic point, leading to a NiAl–Ni3Al dual-phase matrix composite.

By comparing Fig. 8a with Fig. 8b, it is clearly seen that the worn surface of the AISI321SS is very rough with deformation and adhesion features. The worn surface of the laser-melted TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) composite is relatively smooth with only minor scratching and little adhesion. As shown in Fig. 8c, the morphologies of wear debris are mainly small-flake-like, ribbon-like and powder-agglomerates. Moreover, further EDS analysis shows that debris are highly enriched in Fe, illustrating that they are detached mainly from hardened 0.45% steel counterpart. The friction coefficient of laser-melted TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) composite is also considerably lower than that of the AISI321SS, as indicated in Fig. 9.

Wear surfaces of AISI321SS tested in high-temperature sliding are extremely rough with large and deep wear grooves and adhesive wear features, as shown in Fig. 10a and b. The worn surface of the TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) composite tested at 400 °C sliding wear conditions is relatively smooth with few adhesive wear features (Fig. 10c). It is worth noting that
the worn surface of the TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) composite tested at 600 °C is very smooth with no appreciable grooving or adhesive characteristics, as shown in Fig. 10d.

TiC is well-known for its high hardness, high melting point and excellent high-temperature stability, and the dendritic TiC in the composite plays a dominant role in resisting abrasive wear. When metallic surfaces are in contact during dry sliding wear, the local temperature at the contact points of the surface is high, and the hardness near these points quickly decreases. As a result, serious plastic deformation, local contact-welding between the contacting asperities, and materials transfer lead to serious material removal from the friction surface as ‘patch-like’ or ‘thin flake-like’ wear debris. Because of the high average hardness of the composite (HV640) and the abnormal strength–temperature relationship of Ni3Al, the laser-melted TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) composite has the capability to resist micro-cutting, micro-plowing, and repeated surface plastic deformation. As such, it exhibits excellent abrasive wear resistance when sliding against a metallic counterpart. On the other hand, the unique strong atomic bonds of nickel aluminides impart the composite excellent resistance to metallic adhesion and local contact plastic deformation-induced cold-welding, junction formation, and material transfer at the contacting asperities are minimized. Evidence for this is seen by the relatively smooth worn surface and lower coefficient of friction for the composite compared to the AISI321SS. Meanwhile, the abnormal strength–temperature relationship of Ni3Al improves the resistance of the composite to plastic deformation at elevated temperature (600–900 °C). In summary, the combination of high hardness and excellent high-temperature stability of TiC and the strong atomic bonds of the nickel aluminides makes the laser-melted TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) composite an excellent wear-resistant material for both room- and high-temperature sliding wear test conditions.

5. Conclusions

An in situ composite reinforced with TiC was produced by a laser melting Ni–Al–Ti–C elemental powders. The laser-melted TiC/(Ni3Al–NiAl) composites possessed a fine microstructure consisting of primary well-developed TiC dendrite and a (NiAl–Ni3Al) dual-phase matrix. The combination of high hardness and excellent high-temperature stability of TiC, combined with the strong atomic bonds of the nickel aluminides, makes the laser-melted TiC/(NiAl–Ni3Al) composite an excellent wear-resistant material for room- and high-temperature sliding wear test conditions.
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